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ABSTRACT
We use a numerical implementation of polymer classical density functional theory with an incompressibility condition to study the system
consisting of nonadsorbing polyelectrolytes confined by two planar surfaces and quantify the effective interaction between the two planar
surfaces as a function of the polyelectrolyte and salt concentrations. Our results indicate that for the uncharged surfaces (and weakly charged
surfaces), the effective interaction primarily consists of a short-range attraction due to the depletion followed by repulsion due to the electric
double layer overlapping and electrostatic correlations. For salt-free and low salt concentration systems, the magnitude of the repulsion
barrier is determined by the overlap between the electric double layers, while at relatively high salt concentrations, the magnitude of the
repulsion barrier is determined by the electrostatic correlations. Due to the competition between the electric double layer and the electrostatic
correlations, the magnitude of the repulsion barrier varies nonmonotonically. In contrast, a mean-field Poisson-Boltzmann treatment of the
electrostatics predicts a monotonically decreasing repulsion barrier with increasing salt concentration. At moderate salt concentrations, our
theory predicts oscillatory interaction profiles. A comparison with the mean-field Poisson-Boltzmann treatment of electrostatics suggests that
the oscillations are due primarily to electrostatic correlations.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5123172., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the complex interplay between chain connectiv-
ity, excluded volume interaction, and long-ranged Coulomb inter-
actions, the effective interaction between surfaces mediated by
polyelectrolyte solutions can exhibit unusual behaviors.1–6 For this
reason, polyelectrolytes are extensively used in industries as addi-
tives in various applications, such as flocculation and stabilization
of colloidal suspensions, emulsions and foams, water purification,
and papermaking.7–9 A particularly interesting property is the oscil-
lation in the force between two surfaces (solid/aqueous interfaces
and liquid films) mediated by polyelectrolyte solutions as a function
of the separation;4,5,10–13 the dependence on polyelectrolyte and salt
concentrations makes it possible to modulate the force by changing
these variables.

Simple fluids at liquid densities confined between two surfaces
are known to induce oscillatory forces as a function of surface sepa-
ration.14–17 The oscillations in this case are attributed to the layering
of the liquid in the confining surfaces due to packing at the liquid
densities; the oscillations disappear at reduced densities. The origin
of the oscillatory forces in polyelectrolyte solutions is less obvious,
although the oscillatory-force behavior induced by polyelectrolytes
has been extensively investigated during the last two decades.5,11,18–28

In contrast to simple liquids, the oscillating interactions between
confined polyelectrolyte solutions are caused not by packing at the
monomer length scales, but by the structures at mesoscopic scales.
Dilute or semidilute solutions are known to form bulk structures
(such as networks, stratification, liquidlike packing, and cylinder-
like packing), which have been measured using small-angle scatter-
ing method (SAXS or SANS)25 and other techniques.11,19,21,22,26–28
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These bulk structures have been invoked to interpret the oscil-
latory forces of confined polyelectrolytes solutions.5,11,13,19,21,22,26–29

However, bulk structures such as networks exist not only in the
polyelectrolytes solutions but also in the uncharged polymer solu-
tions. Yet, oscillatory forces are not observed in confined but
ungrafted uncharged polymer systems. In addition, contradicting
results have been reported in the literature regarding the nature
of effective interactions between neutral or weekly charged sur-
faces: For example, some theoretical works and computer sim-
ulations11,21 show short-range repulsions, while other theoretical
works30 and computer simulations26 show short-range attractions.
Also, some theoretical works21 and computer simulations31 pre-
dict that the amplitude of the oscillations decreases with increas-
ing polymer concentration, whereas experiments19 show the oppo-
site. Despite the contradictory results and differing explanations,
it is generally agreed that, in the semidilute regime where most of
the experiments and simulations were performed, the length scale
of the interaction force is governed by the correlation length of
the solution, which is a function of the concentration but not of
the chain length.4,5,13,21–24,32 For example, Ref. 24 showed convinc-
ingly that the range of the attractive interaction in the interaction
profile between two nonionic surfactant layers in a free-standing
salt-free polyelectrolyte solution matched quantitatively with the
correlation length of the solution as measured from small-angle
neutron scattering.

In this work, we use a polymer classical density functional the-
ory (PDFT) based on our previous work33 to study the interactions
between two neutral hard walls induced by the polyelectrolytes/salt
solutions. Our results show that the primary feature of the interac-
tion profile is a short-range attraction followed by repulsion at larger
distance. At moderate salt concentrations, we find oscillatory inter-
action profile, with the amplitude increasing with polymer concen-
tration, in agreement with experiments.19 By comparison with the
mean-field Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) treatment of electrostatics, we
conclude that the oscillatory forces are primarily due to electrostatic
correlations.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we present the model and the PDFT formulated with the incom-
pressibility condition, and we briefly explain the numerical imple-
mentation of our theory in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we find that
for salt-free and low-salt conditions, the interaction is controlled
by the overlap between the electrical double layers (EDL) from
each surface, while at high salt concentrations, electrostatic cor-
relations play a key role. The competition between these two
effects results in oscillatory interactions at moderate salt con-
centrations. In Sec. V, we conclude with a brief summary and
outlook.

II. MOLECULAR MODEL AND THEORY
The polyelectrolyte solution is characterized by the polyion

concentration ρp (where the subscript p refers to the polymer
monomers), polyion chain length N, salt concentration ρ±, and ionic
valences Zi′ (where i′ = p, +, − is the index of the species). The poly-
electrolyte chains are represented by tangentially connected charged
hard spheres, which was first introduced into the PDFT framework
by Woodward,34 with diameter σp; the couterions and salts are mod-
eled as charged hard spheres as well; and the solvent is treated as

hard spheres with diameter σs with a continuum dielectric back-
ground. For concreteness, we assume each monomer on the polyion
chain carries one negative charge (see Fig. 1). We further assume the
counterions and salt cations are identical.

Commonly, for solutions, there are three different treatments
of the solvent in the framework of PDFT: (1) explicitly treating
the solvent as an additional component; (2) neglecting the solvent
(implicit solvent); and (3) accounting for the solvent using incom-
pressibility. Liquid-state based PDFT typically assumes implicit
solvent.35,36 The second is the most commonly used. The third is
commonly used as the continuum self-consistent field treatment of
polymers.37 In the case of very dilute solutions, the second and the
third treatments are equivalent except when the surfaces are strongly
attractive. Forsman and co-workers have shown that in the neutral
polymer systems, different treatments of the solvent predict different
results, and they observed that when the solvent is considered explic-
itly, the solvent has important effects on the interaction behavior
between the surfaces.38

Both the explicit and implicit treatments introduce strong local
packing effects that may not be physical: In the explicit-solvent treat-
ment, the hard-sphere nature of the solvent results lead to solidlike
packing near the wall, while in the implicit-solvent model, there is
an intrinsic asymmetry between the packing of the solvent and the
solutes. As these features are concerned with the structures at the
monomer length scales, in order to focus on the larger scale prop-
erties, we adopt the third treatment of the solvent in PDFT with the
incompressibility condition. To the usual PDFT, we add the incom-
pressibility condition:∑i ρi(r)vi = η, where vi = πσ3

i /6 is the volume
of the species i (where i = p, +, −, s) and η is a constant during
the calculations, which we choose to be 0.5. In essence, this con-
dition is a localized version of the statement of no volume change
in mixing the different species, an assumption that is reasonable
for the liquid state. Note that this condition is imposed upon a free
energy functional that uses an explicit solvent model, which by itself
would produce packing-induced variations in the volume fraction or
density. The local incompressibility condition smears out such vari-
ations and therefore amounts to some kind of spatial coarse-graining
(averaging). Because of the incompressibility condition, the total
hydrostatic pressure is no longer meaningful; however, the osmotic
pressure of the species can still be meaningfully calculated.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the model under consideration in this work. We consider a
system consisting of two neutral planar surfaces immersed in a solution of nega-
tively charged polyelectrolytes and salts with uniform dielectric constant ϵr = 80.
The temperature is 300 K, and the diameter of the monomers, counterions, salts,
and solvents is 5 Å.
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PDFT is based on the idea that the Helmholtz free energy,
or equivalently, the grand potential, can be fully specified as a
functional of the density distributions. For polyelectrolytes systems
with incompressibility condition considered in this work, the grand
potential can be written as

W[ρp(R),{ρα(r)}, ρs(r),ϕ(r)]

= Fid + ∫ drfex[{ρi(r)}; r] + ∫ dRρp(R)[Ψp(R) − μp]

+∑
α
∫ drρα(r)[ψα(r) − μα] + ∫ drρs(r)[ψs(r) − μs]

+ ∫ drλ(r)[∑
i
viρi(r) − η], (2.1)

where R represents the 3N-dimensional position vector for the
entire chain and dR = dr1, dr2, . . ., drN . Note that ρp(R) is
the 3N-dimensional density distribution of the polymer chains,
whereas ρp(r) is the 3-dimensional density distribution of the total
monomers. In this work, i refers to solvent(s), small ions (±), and
polyelectrolytes (p); i′ means small ions and polyelectrolytes; α refers
to small ions (salts and counterions) only. Ψp(R) is the external
potential that acts on individual segments of polymers, i.e., Ψp(R)
= ∑

N
m=1 ψp(rm); ψα(r) and ψs(r) are the external potential for small

ions and solvent, respectively; and μs, μα, and μp are, respectively, the
chemical potentials of solvent, small ions, and polyelectrolytes. λ(r)
is Lagrange’s multiplier. The overall segment density ρp(r) is related
to ρp(R) via

ρp(r) =
N

∑

m=1
ρsm(r) =

N

∑

m=1
∫ dRδ(r − rm)ρp(R), (2.2)

where δ(r) is the Dirac-delta function.
In Eq. (2.1), the ideal free energy is given by

βFid = ∫ dRρp(R){ln[ρp(R)aNp ] − 1} + ∫ dRρp(R)βVb(R)

+∑
α
∫ drρα(r){ln[ρα(r)aα] − 1}

+∫ drρs(r){ln[ρs(r)as] − 1}, (2.3)

where ai is a volume scale that can be taken as the cube of the thermal
de Broglie length; the precise definition of ai is immaterial as it has
no thermodynamic consequences. The bonding potential Vb(R) in
the ideal part [Eq. (2.3)] is written in the form

exp[−βVb(R)] = aN−1
p

N−1

∏

m=1

δ(∣rm+1 − rm∣ − σp)

4πσ2
p

. (2.4)

Equation (2.4) is for the freely jointed chain model. It can be mod-
ified to account for bending stiffness as shown by Forsman and
Woodward.39,40 The excess free energy density fex in Eq. (2.1) is the
sum of fhs, fC, fel, fch, and fvdW, which account, respectively, for the
hard-core excluded volume interaction, the (bare) Coulomb interac-
tion, nonbonded electrostatic correlation, chain connectivity corre-
lation, and van der Waals attraction. fvdW is usually treated using a
mean-field approximation.41 In order to highlight the effects of elec-
trostatic interactions on the force behavior between two surfaces,

we ignore this part of the interaction in this work. The Coulomb
interaction fC is given by

fC[ϕ(r),{ρi′(r)}; r] =∑
i′
ϕ(r)Zi′e0ρi′(r) −

ϵϵ0

2
[∇ϕ(r)]2, (2.5)

where ϕ(r) is the electrostatic potential.
For the nonbonded electrostatic correlation, we perform the

functional Taylor expansion by writing33

fel[{ρi′(r)}; r] ≈ fel[{ρ
ref
i′ (r)}; r] +∑

i′
∫ dr

δfel[{ρref
i′ (r)}]

δρref
i′ (r)

× [ρi′(r) − ρref
i′ (r)] +⋯, (2.6)

where the nonbonded electrostatic correlation for the reference flu-
ids is obtained using mean spherical approximation (MSA),42–45

with the result

βfel[{ρ
ref
i′ (r)}; r] =

Γ3
(r)

3π
− lB∑

i
ρiZi(

Zi − Zeff
i

σi
), (2.7)

where Γ(r) is the MSA screening parameter (with units of inverse
length), and lB = βe2

0/4πϵϵ0 is the Bjerrum length with e0 and ϵϵ0
being the elementary charge and electric permittivity, respectively.
The screening parameter Γ is obtained from the implicit relation

Γ2
(r) = πlB∑

i′
ρref
i′ (r)(Z

eff
i′ )

2, (2.8)

where Zeff
i′ = (Zi′ −χσi′ 2)/(1+Γσi′) can be considered as the effective

valency, and χ is determined by

χ =∑
i′

ρref
i′ (r)σi′Zi′

1 + Γσi′
/[

2(1 − η)
π

+∑
i′

ρref
i′ (r)σ

3
i′

1 + Γσi′
]. (2.9)

For point charges (i.e., when the ion diameters are zero) in a uniform
bulk, Zeff

i′ = Zi′ , and 1/(2Γ) is simply the Debye screening length. The
simplest choice of the reference fluids {ρref

i (r)} is to take the uni-
form bulk densities.46 However, as shown in Refs. 47 and 48, this
scheme can result in qualitative discrepancies with simulation results
for asymmetric ions near weakly charged surfaces. In this work, we
adopt the scheme proposed by Gillespie and co-workers,49 termed
the reference fluid density (RFD) and only keep the linear term (the
first order) in the RHS of Eq. (2.6). We have discussed in Ref. 33
that the first-order approximation gives nearly the same results with
those from the second-order approximation. A brief recapitulation
of the key ideas and implementation of RFD is presented in the
Appendix of Ref. 33.

The first-order TPT (TPT-1)50–54 has been successfully
employed to describe the structure and thermodynamic properties
of inhomogeneous uncharged polymer systems.55–59 For polyelec-
trolyte solutions, as discussed in Ref. 33, the connectivity correlation
can be written as

fch[{ρi′(r)}; r] = f hs
ch [{ρi′(r)}; r] + f el

ch[{ρi′(r)}; r], (2.10)

where the first term in the RHS of Eq. (2.10) is the hard-sphere con-
tribution, and the second term is the contribution from electrostatic
correlation. We have

f hs
ch [{ρi′(r)}; r] =

(1 −N)ρp(r)
N

lng(σp,{ρi′(r)}) (2.11)
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and

f el
ch[{ρi′(r)}; r] ≈ f

el
ch[{ρ

ref
i′ (r)}; r] +∑

i′
∫ dr

δf el
ch[{ρ

ref
i′ (r)}]

δρref
i′ (r)

× [ρi′(r) − ρref
i′ (r)] +⋯, (2.12)

where the electrostatic correlation part for reference fluids in
Eq. (2.12) is

f el
ch[{ρ

ref
i′ (r)}; r] =

(1 −N)lBρref
p (r)[Z2

i − (Z
eff
i )

2
]

Nσp
. (2.13)

To maintain the same level of accuracy with the nonbonded
electrostatic correlation in Eq. (2.6), we only retain the linear
term in the RHS of Eq. (2.12). In Eq. (2.11), the g(σp, {ρi′ (r)})
is the pair distribution function at contact for given densities
{ρi′ (r)}.33

As in any DFTs including self-consistent field theories for poly-
mers, our DFT does not accurately capture the conformation prop-
erties of the polymers in dilute and semidilute solutions due to
the use of the ideal chain model in describing the chain statis-
tics [Eq. (2.4)] and the TPT-1 treatment of the correlations due to
chain connectivity [Eq. (2.10)]. These approximations are expected
to lead to underestimate of the correlation effects, including the
correlation length. For example, the correlation length of salt-free
polyelectrolyte solutions in the semidilute regime should scale as
ξ ∼ ρ−1/2

p , where the prefactor reflects the local rigidity of the
blobs due to electrostatic repulsion of the chain segments.60 By
assuming ideal chain statistics, our DFT greatly underestimates the
value of the prefactor. Therefore, in our numerical calculations,
we choose to work in the concentrated solutions where the chain
conformation is approximately ideal. Nevertheless, we expect many
of the qualitative features to extend to the lower concentration
regimes. We note that for bulk solutions, there exist theories that
correctly describe the chain conformation by allowing it to adapt
to the polymer and salt concentrations, such as the “double screen-
ing” theory61 and the renormalized Gaussian fluctuation theory;62

however, extension of these theories to inhomogeneous systems is
difficult.

There are three common approaches of DFT to the inhomoge-
neous excess free energy functional due to the hard-sphere excluded
volume effect, i.e., fhs. One approach is the weighted density approx-
imation (WDA)63–70 combined with a suitable equation of state
(EOS). The other approach is based on the fundamental measure
theory (FMT)71,72 and its modifications (MFMT).73,74 The simplest
scheme for describing the inhomogeneous excess free energy func-
tional due to the hard-spheres is the local density approximation
(LDA). The LDA approximates the local excess free energy den-
sity for hard sphere contribution as a function of the local densities.
The description of the hard-sphere contribution from LDA is rea-
sonable if we are interested in longer-length scale structures than
those for the packing of the monomers and solvent molecules.75,76

In this work, we concentrate on studying the electrostatic correla-
tions and chain connectivities. To this end, we combine the LDA
with the Boublík-Mansoori-Carnarhan-Starling-Leland (BMCSL)
EOS77,78 to approximate the excess free energy density due to the

hard-sphere contributions given by

βfhs[{ρi(r)}; r] = −ξ0 ln(1 − ξ3) +
ξ1ξ2

(1 − ξ3)
+

ξ3
2

36π

× [
ln(1 − ξ3)

ξ2
3

+
1

ξ3(1 − ξ3)2 ], (2.14)

where ξ3 = π∑i ρi(r)σ
3
i /6, ξ2 = π∑i ρi(r)σ

2
i , ξ1 = ∑iρi(r)σi/2, and

ξ0 = ∑iρi(r). Note that ξ3 is the local total packing fraction. If the
sizes of the monomers, counterions, and salts are the same with the
size of solvent, Eq. (2.14) will not contribute to the Euler-Lagrange
equations as shown in Eqs. (2.15)–(2.17) due to the zero exchange
chemical potential (i.e., ∂f hs/∂ρi′ = 0) in the incompressible sys-
tems. Although in this work we only consider the case where all the
components have the same monomer sizes, we retain the term fhs in
order to present a general theory that can be used to study cases with
arbitrary sizes for the species.

Extremization of the grand potential [Eq. (2.1)] with respect
to ρp(R), ρα(r), ρs(r), λ(r), and ϕ(r) yields, respectively, the Euler-
Lagrange equations for the density profiles and the Lagrange’s
multiplier, and the Poisson equation,

ρp(R)aNp = exp{β[μp − Vb(R) −
N

∑

m=1
Λp(rm)]}, (2.15)

ρα(r)aα = exp{β[μα −Λα(rm)]}, (2.16)

βλvs = β[μs − ψs(r) −
∂fex

∂ρs(r)
] − ln ρs(r)as, (2.17)

and
∇

2ϕ(r) = −
1
ϵϵ0
∑

i′
Zie0ρi(r) (2.18)

with the incompressibility constraint∑iviρi(r) − η = 0. In Eqs. (2.15)
and (2.16), the effective fields Λp(r) and Λα(r) are

Λp(r) =
∂fex

∂ρp(r)
+ ψp(r) + Zpe0ϕ(r) + λvp (2.19)

and
Λα(r) =

∂fex

∂ρα(r)
+ ψα(r) + Zαe0ϕ(r) + λvα. (2.20)

III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
For the slit pore geometry considered in this work, the density

profiles of monomers and small ions vary only in the z direction, and
we have

ρp(z)ap = exp(βμp)
N

∑

m=1
exp[−βΛp(z)]Gm

L (z)G
m
R (z) (3.1)

and

ρα(z)aα = exp{[βμα − βΛα(z)]}. (3.2)

The left propagator Gm
L (z) in Eq. (3.1) is determined from the

recurrence relation

Gm
L (z) =

1
2σp
∫

z+σp

z−σp

dz′ exp[−βλp(z′)]Gm−1
L (z′), (3.3)
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for m = 2, . . ., N with G1
L(z) = 1. For homopolymers, the right

propagator is related to the left propagator via Gm
R (z) = G

N+1−m
L (z).

The mean electrostatic potential ϕ(z) is given by

βe0ϕ(z) = βe0ϕ(0) + 4πlB∑
i
∫

h

0
Ziρi(z′)(z − zz′/h)dz′

+ 4πlB∑
i
∫

z

0
Ziρi(z′)(z′ − z)dz′. (3.4)

The potential at the surface ϕ(0) is determined from the bound-
ary conditions dϕ(z)/dz|z=0 = −dϕ(z)/dz|z=h = −Q/ϵϵ0 and charge
neutrality

∑

i
∫

h−

0+
Zie0ρi(z′)dz′ + 2Q = 0, (3.5)

where Q is the surface charge density and h is the width of the
slit pore. In this work, we only consider neutral hard-wall surfaces
(Q = 0) in order to focus on studying the effects of induced elec-
tric double layers and electrostatic correlations on the force behav-
iors. Electrostatic and nonelectrostatic adsorption effects will be
addressed in future work.

Equations (3.1)–(3.4) are solved by Picard iteration. The itera-
tion starts with the bulk densities of polyelectrolytes and small ions
as input, denoted by {ρold

i (z)}. Then, the effective fields {λi(z)} are
calculated, which result in the new density profiles {ρ∗i (z)} for poly-
electrolytes and small ions. Then, the new input densities {ρnew

i (z)}
are assigned by the following mixing rule: ρnew

i (z) = ρ∗i (z)p0

+ ρold
i (z)(1 − p0), where p0 is a mixing parameter, typically on the

order of 0.01. The procedure is repeated until the difference between
successive iterations in the densities of {ρold

i (z)} and {ρ∗i (z)} at all
positions normalized by their respective bulk densities is less than
10−6.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The properties of polyelectrolyte solutions are influenced by a

large parameter space. Since salt concentration is a key control vari-
able, we present our results separately for the salt-free systems and
for systems with salt.

A. Salt-free systems
As a point of reference, we start by briefly reviewing the inter-

action force between hard surfaces in neutral polymer solution. We
calculate the force per unit area between the two surfaces by Π(h)
–Π(∞), where Π(h) = −∂W/∂h. At fixed monomer concentration
corresponding to low volume fraction, the polymer solution is in the
semidilute regime for sufficiently long chain lengths. In this regime,
depletion of the polymer near the surface induces attraction between
the surfaces. The range of the depletion attraction is set by the
correlation length, whereas the depth is given by the bulk osmotic
pressure;79 both being independent of chain lengths for sufficiently
long chains. As the chain length decreases, the overlap concentra-
tion increases, and at fixed monomer concentration, the solution
becomes comparatively more dilute. In this regime, the depletion
force is essentially that given by Asakura and Oosawa for isolated
chains.80 Since the chain density increases, the bulk osmotic pressure
increases with decreasing chain length at fixed monomer concen-
tration, and so, the depth of the depletion attraction increases. In

Fig. 2(a), we show the interaction force profiles at a monomer con-
centration of 0.5M for several different chain lengths ranging from
10 to 100. The observed trend is consistent with the above discus-
sion. Although the change in the profile is more gradual for the
longer chains, there is significant chain length dependence for all the
four chain lengths studied.

In contrast, the polyelectrolyte-mediated force profiles shown
in Fig. 2(b) are remarkably insensitive to chain lengths for the same
set of chain lengths as in the neutral polymer case. This insensi-
tivity reflects the dominant role played by the counterions at this
polyelectrolyte concentration. Because each polyelectrolyte carries N
counterions, in the concentration regime we consider, the total ion
concentration is sufficiently high that the correlation length is pri-
marily set by the Debye screening length, which depends on the total
ion concentration and is insensitive to the chain length. This corre-
lation length sets the range of the attractive region and the position
of the peak in our work. The presence of the small ions also explains
the lack of the depletion plateau for neutral polymers. As long as the
slit separation exceeds the ion size, the small counterions will be able
to enter the pore space driven by their translational entropy. Because
of charge neutrality, polyelectrolytes are dragged along by the small
counterions, at the expense of some conformation entropy. Our the-
oretical results are consistent with both experimental result20 and
simulation data,11 both of which showed only weak dependence on

FIG. 2. Uncharged polymer/polyelectrolyte-mediated interactions between two
neutral hard wall surfaces corresponding to different chain lengths. The dielec-
tric constant of the system is uniform and set to ϵ = 80; the temperature is
300 K; the monomer concentration is 0.5M, which is comparable to the concentra-
tions used in some experiments24 and simulations,11,21,26,28 and the diameter of
the monomers, counterions, and solvent is σ = 5 Å.
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chain lengths except for a very short chain (N < 20). Since the pro-
file for N = 60 is nearly identical to that for N = 100, in most of our
discussions, we use chain length N = 60.

The most notable feature of the normal force per unit area pro-
files (hereafter simply referred to as the “force” for brevity) shown
in Fig. 2 is the strong attraction at shorter distances, followed by a
repulsive peak at larger distances. This general feature is preserved
as we change the polyelectrolyte concentration. Figure 3 shows the
force profiles for several values of the polyelectrolyte concentration.
A close inspection of the force profile shows a secondary attractive
well to the right of the repulsion peak. Thus, the interaction profile
is oscillatory. Clearly, the amplitude of the oscillation increases with
increasing concentration, while the length scale of the oscillation
decreases, in agreement with experiment.19

The strong attraction at short distances is due to depletion of
both the polyelectrolyte and the counterions. To demonstrate this,
in Fig. 4, we show the concentration profiles of the polymer scaled by
its bulk concentration near a single plate. As expected, the polymer is
depleted in the vicinity of the surface due to conformation entropy
penalty. The small counterions are also depleted near the surface,
but to a considerably less degree. The difference in the polymer and
counterion profiles leads to local charge separation, with more pos-
itive charge next to the surface. This local charge separation gives
rise to an effective electrical double layer and is also responsible for
the appearance of an “adsorptionlike” feature next to the depletion
region, with density higher than the bulk density. We observe that
the range of the polymer depletion layer decreases with increasing
polymer concentration due to the increased osmotic pressure of the
polyelectrolytes.

When two surfaces approach each other to a distance on the
order of the depletion layer thickness, two competing effects are
at play. On the one hand, the overlap of the double layers on the
two surfaces gives rise to a double-layer repulsion. This can be seen
from the increase in the electrostatic potential with decreasing sep-
aration; see Fig. 5. On the other hand, the overall polymer density
(and the counterion density, due to charge neutrality within the
slits) decreases, resulting in a depletion attraction. Figure 6 shows

FIG. 3. Polyelectrolyte-mediated interactions between two neutral hard wall sur-
faces corresponding to different monomer concentrations. The dielectric constant
of the system is uniform and fixed on ϵ = 80; the temperature is 300 K; the polyelec-
trolyte consists of 60-mers, and the diameter of the monomers and counterions is
σ = 5 Å. The inset displays the long-range attractions.

FIG. 4. Density profiles for monomers (a) and counterions (b) of the 60-mers poly-
electrolytes for a salt-free system in a slit pore (neutral hard wall surfaces) with
uniform dielectric constant ϵ = 80. The diameter of the monomers and counterions
is σ = 5 Å, and the temperature is 300 K. The legends indicate the bulk monomer
concentrations.

the overall density N̄(h) of the polymers in the slit as a function
of the separation h. With moderate depletion, the interaction is still
dominated by the double-layer repulsion. However, at sufficiently
small distances, the density in the gap becomes sufficiently low that
depletion attraction dominates. The competition between these two
effects results in the nonmonotonic behavior in the force profile. We
remind the reader that the nature of the interaction between two
neutral surfaces in the presence of polyelectrolyte solutions has been

FIG. 5. The electric potentials in the central region of the slit pores. All of the
parameters are the same with those of Fig. 4.
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FIG. 6. The overall density profiles N̄(h) for monomers in slit pores with different
sizes, where N̄(h) = ∫h0 dzρp(z)/ρBulk

p (h − σp). All of the parameters are the
same with those of Fig. 4.

quite controversial in the literature. Yethiraj, using integral equa-
tion theory, predicted an oscillatory profile with strong repulsion at
short distances.21 On the one hand, using both Monte Carlo simula-
tion and density functional theory, Jönsson and co-workers similarly
reported strong short-range repulsion followed by attraction.11 On
the other hand, a different study by Turesson et al. using MC sim-
ulations at constant surface charge density26 found that when the
surface charge density is relatively low (say, 1 e0/nm2), the force
profile has short-range attraction followed by repulsion. Pryamitsyn
and Ganesan also found that when the surfaces are neutral or weakly
charged, the polymer-mediated interactions predominantly consist
of a short-range attraction followed by long-range repulsion.30 Our
calculations support the latter two studies.

The key features of the interaction force profile for the salt-free
systems can be captured without accounting for electrostatic corre-
lations. For comparison, we have performed a calculation where the
electrostatic interactions are treated at the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)
mean-field level. In Fig. 7, we compare the density and force (inset)
profiles calculated, respectively, from our full DFT and from PB. We
see that the qualitative shapes of these two set of curves are quite

FIG. 7. Density profiles for monomers predicted from our full PDFT and PB. The
parameters are the same as the ones in Fig. 4. The inset displays the interactions
for the case when the monomer concentration is 0.5M.

similar; this is because both the charge separation and the deple-
tion are captured at the PB level. However, both the depletion and
the “adsorptionlike” peak in the density profiles are made more pro-
nounced due to electrostatic correlations; these correlations enhance
the attraction between the polymers and the counterions, and also
contribute to more depletion near the surface even for small ions.
Furthermore, the faint secondary attractive well shown in the inset
of Fig. 4 is absent in the PB treatment. This well becomes much
more pronounced when there is salt in the solution, and as we
demonstrate in Sec. IV B, it is a manifestation of the electrostatic
correlations.

This conclusion indicates that for salt free systems, mean field
level electric-double-layer (EDL) dominates the properties. How-
ever, for the systems with salt, the results from PB theory can be
qualitatively different from the results from our theory.

B. Systems with salt
In this section, we discuss the interaction of polyelectrolyte

solutions with added salts. We start with the effect of chain lengths.
In Fig. 8, we present the interaction force for a polyelectrolyte solu-
tion at 0.5M (monomer concentration) polyelectrolytes and 3M salts
for several different chain lengths. Compared to Fig. 2(b), there is
more variation for the shorter chain lengths (N = 10 and N = 20),
but the curves for N = 60 and N = 100 are nearly the same. So, even
for this relatively higher salt concentration, the chain length depen-
dence becomes rather weak once the chains are moderately long. In
the rest of our discussions, we will focus on the N = 60 system.

In Fig. 9, we show the force profiles in a 0.5M polyelec-
trolyte solution with varying salt concentrations. In all cases, the
force exhibits strong short-range attraction followed by a repul-
sive peak, which agrees with previous studies.26,30 With increas-
ing salt concentration, the location of the repulsive peak is seen
to shift to smaller separation due to the reduction in screening
length with increasing salt concentration. However, the peak height
changes nonmonotonically—first decreasing and then increasing—
with increasing salt concentration due to the complicated com-
petition between the EDL overlapping and the electrostatic

FIG. 8. Polyelectrolyte-mediated interactions between two neutral hard wall sur-
faces corresponding to different chain lengths. The dielectric constant of the sys-
tem is uniform and fixed on ϵ = 80; the temperature is 300 K; the polymer and salt
concentrations are 0.5M and 3M, respectively; the diameter of the monomers and
counterions is σ = 5 Å.
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FIG. 9. Polyelectrolyte-mediated interactions corresponding to different salt con-
centrations. The monomer concentration is fixed on 0.5M. The other parameters
are the same with the ones in Fig. 8.

correlations; this will be elaborated later. The faint secondary attrac-
tive well observed for the salt-free case (the red curve in Fig. 9) is
now much more pronounced due to the electrostatic correlations,
and the well depth varies nonmonotonically with concentration: The
well depth first increases and then decreases.

The strong attraction at short distances is clearly due to deple-
tion. Figure 10 shows the monomer concentration profile near a sin-
gle surface. Interestingly, the range of polymer depletion increases
with salt concentration (but eventually approaches the neutral poly-
mer limit for very high salt concentration). That there is less deple-
tion for polyelectrolyte at lower salt concentrations is due to the
attraction between the negatively charged polymer and the pos-
itive charges in the region next to the surface. The degree of
charge separation decreases with increasing salt concentration due
to screening, eventually leading to the disappearance of the “adsorp-
tionlike” feature seen for the salt-free and low salt concentrations
(e.g., 0.1M).

Similar to the salt-free case, the presence of local charge sep-
aration near the surface generates an effective double layer, which
is partially responsible for the repulsive peak in the force profile.

FIG. 10. The density profiles for the monomers in the conditions of different salt
concentrations near a single neutral surface. The parameters are the same as the
ones in Fig. 8.

FIG. 11. The net charge distribution in the conditions of different salt concentrations
near a single neutral surface. The parameters are the same with the ones in Fig. 8.

To quantify the degree of charge separation, we define the net
accumulated charge per unit area at a distance z from the surface
by

σ(z) =∑
i
∫

z

0+
Zie0ρi(z′)dz′.

The result is shown in Fig. 11 for several salt concentrations. In all
cases, the net charge starts from zero at the surface and increases
positively, reflecting the excess (relative to the polyelectrolyte) of
the positively charged counterions in the region near the surface.
At larger distances, the excess positive charge is compensated by
the negatively polyelectrolytes, and the neutralization becomes com-
plete sufficiently far away from the surface. It is interesting that
for salt-free and low salt concentration, σ actually turns negative
before reaching 0, while for moderate and high salt concentra-
tions, σ approaches 0 from above. The appearance of the negative
σ is correlated with the appearance of the “adsorptionlike” peak
in the polymer density profile. On the one hand, as can be seen
from Fig. 11, with increasing salt concentration, the peak value of
σ decreases, signaling less charge separation. On the other hand,
from Fig. 9, we see that the repulsive peak increases with increas-
ing salt concentration (at higher salt concentrations). Thus, while
the charge-separation induced double layer should contribute par-
tially to the repulsive peak in the force, it does not explain the trend
with the salt concentration. On the contrary, electrostatic corre-
lations become stronger with higher salt concentrations, and the
stronger electrostatic correlations will enhance the repulsion barrier.
Therefore, the competition between the EDL and the electrostatic
correlations results in the nonmonotonic behavior. When the salt
concentration is low (roughly less than 1.0M), the EDL dominates
the interaction potentials. Hence, the repulsion barrier will become
weaker with increasing salt concentrations in the EDL-dominant
regime. When the salt concentration is high (roughly more than
1.0M), the interaction becomes dominated by electrostatic cor-
relations. The repulsion barrier increases with increasing salt
concentrations.

The interaction between the two surfaces in the case of 1M salt
concentration shows prominent oscillation with the appearance of a
second repulsion peak; see Fig. 9. In order to understand the origin
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FIG. 12. Polyelectrolyte-mediated interactions predicted by PB equation. The
monomer concentration are fixed on 0.5M. The other parameters are the same
with the ones in Fig. 8.

of this oscillatory interaction, we compare our results with a cor-
responding calculation from the mean-field PB theory, which does
not include any electrostatic correlations. As seen in Fig. 12, the PB
theory predicts neither the second attractive well nor the second
repulsion barrier. The strength of the repulsion barrier decreases
with increasing salt concentrations; in contrast to our PDFT pre-
dictions shown in Fig. 9. When the salt concentration increases to
2M, the PB theory predicts pure depletion-attraction, which is simi-
lar to the one induced by uncharged polymer solutions; see Fig. 2(a).
Since the only difference between the PB theory and the PDFT is that
the PB theory does not include electrostatic correlations, we con-
clude that the missing electrostatic correlations (from both the small
mobile ions and the chain connectivities) in the PB theory plays a
key role in determining the interaction behaviors between two sur-
faces mediated by polyelectrolyte solutions at moderate to high salt
concentrations.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a polymer density functional theory

to study the interactions between two planar surfaces in polyelec-
trolyte solutions. To focus on the origin of the complex interaction
behaviors, we consider structureless hard walls and treat the solvent
using an incompressibility condition within a continuum dielectric
background.

In the absence of salts, our results indicate that the interaction
primarily consists of a depletionlike attraction at short distance fol-
lowed by a repulsion barrier at longer distance. A second attractive
well is also observed in the cases with high polyelectrolyte concen-
trations. Furthermore, with increasing the polyelectrolyte concen-
tration, both the strength of the attractive well and the repulsive
peak are also increased. These results are consistent with the
experimental observations,19 simulation results,26 and theoretical
calculations.30

For the cases with salts, our results show that the interactions
are determined by the overlap between electrical double layers from
each surface as a result of charge separation when the salt concentra-
tion is low. However, for the systems with higher salt concentrations,
the interaction behaviors are affected by the electrostatic correla-
tions. The competition between the strength of the electric double

layer and the electrostatic correlations makes the magnitude of the
repulsion barrier vary nonmonotonically, while the self-consistent
field theory predicts the monotonically decreasing repulsion bar-
rier. For intermediate salt concentrations, oscillatory interactions are
observed, and by comparison with the mean-field PB treatment of
electrostatics, we conclude that the origin of the oscillation is the
electrostatic correlations.

We should comment that, although our theoretical calculations
capture the qualitative force behaviors observed in experiments and
simulations, significant quantitative discrepancies exist, especially
with the experiment results. For instance, the interaction range and
the period of the oscillation predicted by our work (∼3 nm) are
much smaller than the lengths observed in experiments (usually 10 s
of nm). Aside from the fact that experiments were usually performed
at much lower concentrations, these discrepancies reflect the lim-
itation of our DFT. As we have alluded to in the presentation of
the theory, the DFT does not correctly capture the chain confor-
mation at dilute and semidilute conditions and underestimates the
electrostatic correlation effects. In particular, by neglecting the local
rigidity on the blob size scale, the DFT would greatly underesti-
mate the correlation length of the solution, which has been shown
to be the length scales of the interactions.4,5,13,21–24,32,60 Nevertheless,
insofar as the essential physics is concerned, we believe many of the
qualitative findings drawn from this approximate theory at high con-
centrations are relevant to the experiments and simulations at lower
concentrations.

In summary, the interaction between hard walls mediated by
polyelectrolyte solutions results from a complex interplay among
three factors: the depletion of polymers near the surface, electrical
double layer due to charge separation near the surface, and electro-
static correlations. While the first two factors can be captured with
mean-field theories, such as self-consistent field theory, electrostatic
correlations can qualitatively alter the force behavior. The PDFT
proposed in this work accounts for all three factors (though approx-
imately) and thus allows us to understand the observed behavior in
the interaction forces. In this work, we have focused on the simplest
surfaces, namely, hard walls with no interactions with any species.
In future work, we will explore how electrostatic and nonelectro-
static interactions between the polymer and the surface modulate
the effective interactions between the surfaces.
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